The visual system offers ideal terrain for the evaluation of novel technologies to measure and map brain activity in large mammals, because it embraces a large fraction of the cerebral cortex ([@r1]). Thanks to the study of very controlled visual stimulations in the visual field, the system is already highly characterized. For neuroscientists interested in vision, one fundamental set of objectives concerns the identification of the overall architecture of the visual cortex at mesoscale, while investigation of the neuronal computations that underlie behavior is pursued at microscale. Recent advances in neurotechnology have provided insights into these neuronal computations at the microcircuit level in rodents ([@r2][@r3]--[@r4]) and at the macrocircuit level in nonhuman primates using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) ([@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). However, a combined macro and micro approach to uncovering activity maps during behavior tasks is necessary to achieve a system-level understanding of visual information processing.

fMRI in visual cortex studies has yielded low-resolution retinotopic maps but ocular dominance bands were too small to be resolved in primates ([@r8][@r9]--[@r10]). Optical imaging provides micro- to mesoscopic resolution in nonhuman primates using either intrinsic optical imaging ([@r11][@r12][@r13][@r14]--[@r15]), voltage-sensitive dye imaging (VSDI) ([@r16][@r17][@r18][@r19][@r20]--[@r21]), or two-photon microscopy using calcium sensors ([@r22][@r23]--[@r24]). However, all three approaches have limited imaging depth, being either restricted to the cortical surface (optical imaging, VSDI) or to depths of only ∼600 μm (two-photon microscopy). The latter is also constrained by a restricted field of view ([@r25], [@r26]). This means that the deep cortical folds of the visual cortex within the calcarine sulcus are inaccessible to these techniques ([@r27], [@r28]). New functional ultrasound (fUS) imaging techniques have recently been found to provide high spatiotemporal resolution (100 μm, 1 Hz) even in deep structures (up to 1.5 cm) ([@r29], [@r30]), and have been applied to three-dimensional (3D) mapping of the visual system of rodents and pigeons ([@r4], [@r29], [@r31]). The technique measures changes in the cerebral blood volume (CBV) within microvessels using ultrafast Doppler ([@r32]), combined with spatiotemporal clutter filtering based on singular-value decomposition ([@r33]). Like fMRI, therefore, it relies on the neurovascular coupling of brain activity.

While early reports were based on studies in anesthetized animals ([@r30], [@r34][@r35]--[@r36]), more recent studies have involved awake rodents ([@r4], [@r37][@r38]--[@r39]) and awake primates performing tasks ([@r40]). Recent studies have demonstrated the capability of fUS imaging for high-resolution mapping of 3D tonotopic organization in the auditory cortex and deeper structures such as the inferior colliculus in awake ferrets ([@r41]), in neonates through the transfontanellar window ([@r42]), and perioperatively during tumor resection in adults ([@r43]).

In this study, we evaluate the reliability of fUS imaging for mapping the functional organization of the visual cortex, such as retinotopic maps and ocular dominance columns, in awake primates with an accuracy unreachable before. Despite noise factors, these preliminary results illustrate that the spatiotemporal resolution and sensitivity of fUS in deep tissues offer access to activity in nonoptically accessible deep cortical layers of the primary visual cortex as well as the even deeper cerebral areas along the calcarine and lunate sulci.

Results {#s1}
=======

Ten 0.5-s-Long Stimulations Are Sufficient to Map Cortical Activation. {#s2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We recorded the variations of CBV using fUS in two monkeys while they were performing a passive fixation task ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The recording chambers on the two animals were positioned on different but juxtaposed areas to have two fUS sagittal imaging planes contiguous on the visual cortex (medial-lateral +7 mm) ([Fig. 1*B* and *C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}; see [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental) for schematic representations of these planes). For monkey S, the recording chamber was positioned just above the calcarine sulcus (dashed lines, [Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) to maximize the surface and depth of the primary visual cortex (V1) imaged ([@r44][@r46]--[@bib91]) ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). For monkey T, the recording chamber was positioned above the lunate sulcus to image the contiguous visual areas V1, V2, and V3 in the same plane ([@r46], [@r47], [@r48]) ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The fUS image was 10 mm in depth and 14 mm in width. On these anatomical fUS acquisitions, we can distinguish cerebral blood fluctuations within the blood vessels that appear in white in these images. This image enabled us to distinguish the anatomical sulci (calcarine sulcus and lunate sulcus) due to the presence of blood vessels as well as the deep microvascularization through the different cortical layers (white stripes).

![Optimization of the stimulation duration and the number of repetitions for fUS imaging. (*A*) Passive fixation task. While fixating a central green square, a peripheral visual stimulus was flashed for 0.5 or 2 s. The recording chamber (orange) was positioned above the right visual cortex in both animals. The US probe (deep orange) was sagittally oriented in this representation. (*B*) Anatomical MRI (ML +7 mm) showing the localization of the fUS imaging planes (white dotted rectangles) for monkey T (*Left*) and monkey S (*Right*). Lunate and calcarine sulci are, respectively, highlighted for monkey T (*Left*) and S (*Right*) with black dotted lines. (*B*, *Insets*) V1, V2, and V3 are, respectively, represented in yellow, blue, and red. The US probe (deep orange) and the corresponding in-depth imaging planes (gray) are schematized. (*C*) Deep anatomical fUS acquisition. These are the same sagittal slices as in [Figs. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} [and 3 *A* and *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. The black and white images represent the amplitude of the mean CBV. The different visual areas are represented by colors (yellow, V1; blue, V2; red, V3). The positions were determined by an atlas. (*D*) CBV measurements during repeated visual stimulation. (*D*, *Top*) Mean CBV signal variations within the ROI are represented in the maps (*Middle* and *Bottom*) by white dotted rectangles with an increasing number of trials for the two stimulation durations (blue, 0.5; red, 2 s; shaded bars, SEM). (*D*, *Middle* and *Bottom*) Activation maps obtained for 0.5 s (*Middle*) or 2 s (*Bottom*) of stimulation for the number of averaged trials (1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 trials). Black dotted lines, calcarine sulcus. (*E*) Statistical analysis of the measurements showing the proportion of pixels correctly classified with respect to an image generated with 20 other trials (32 sessions for monkey T; 24 sessions for monkey S) with 0.5-s stimulation duration. Gray lines represent the evolution for each individual session (sessions composed of only one trial are not plotted). Black lines represent the Naka--Rushton fitting result for all of the sessions. (Scale bars, 1 cm \[*B*\] and 2 mm \[*C* and *D*\].)](pnas.1916787117fig01){#fig01}

We first examined whether CBV variations were modulated by the presentation of visual stimuli. CBV responses were measured in response to three different stimulus conditions: 1) when visual stimuli were presented for a short period (0.5 s), 2) for a longer period (2 s), and 3) when no visual stimuli were presented during the fixation period ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). For this first test, the visual stimulus was presented at the upper left of the visual field (a circle of 2 degrees of visual angle \[DVA\] diameter presented at azimuth −1 DVA and elevation −10 DVA). After just a single trial, the CBV increased significantly only within the posterior bank of the calcarine sulcus ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude and localizations of these responses were similar for 0.5- and 2-s stimulations. No such CBV variation was observed when no visual stimulus was presented during the fixation period lasting for 2 s ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)).

We then analyzed two important parameters for the imaging studies: the influences of the stimulation duration on the recorded hemodynamic responses, and the number of trials needed to obtain a clear activation map. We plotted the mean CBV signal within the responsive region of interest (ROI) (white dotted rectangles in activation maps; size, 50 × 18 pixels) according to the period of stimulation (blue, 0.5 s; red, 2 s). When only 10 trials were averaged ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, black rectangle), the CBV peak occurred after 2.5 s of the stimulation onset for both 0.5 and 2 s of stimulation duration. Hence, the mean CBV variation was averaged during 1 s centered on 2.5 s ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, gray rectangles) after the visual stimulus onset to compute all of the activation maps in this study. The amplitudes of average responses (for *n* = 10 trials) were similar and reached 16.27 ± 2.81% of CBV increase for a 0.5-s stimulation and 18.5 ± 4.65% for a 2-s stimulation. Moreover, the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the activation maps ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) were similar for the short (0.5 s) and long stimulations (2 s) (2.78 and 3.15 dB, respectively), so we decided to use the shortest stimulation duration (0.5 s) for the rest of the study.

The activation map was created from a defined number of trials to produce the clearest image of the responsive areas. After only a single 0.5-s trial, the responsive region was clearly detectable on the activation map with a response peak reaching 25.3%, although the map looked quite noisy ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). To investigate the influence of averaging on the response reliability, we generated combinations of activation maps computed with a different number of trials (1 to 20), comparing each of them with an activation map computed with 20 other trials. The comparison was made by counting each correctly classified pixel, namely all true positive and true negative pixels. After only 10 averaged repetitions, we reached 89.0% of correct classifications for monkey S across 24 sessions and 91.8% for monkey T across 32 sessions ([Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, we found that we could obtain accurate activation maps after only 10 trials with the 0.5-s visual stimulus. All subsequent measurements were therefore acquired with this shorter stimulation for at least 10 repeated trials.

Retinotopic Mapping in the Whole Cortical Depth. {#s3}
------------------------------------------------

Having found such reliability over very few trials, we tested whether fUS imaging would be accurate enough to functionally map the cortex in awake monkeys within a single acquisition session. The retinotopic organization of the primate visual cortex is classically defined by mapping its visual sensitivity to a specific eccentricity and angular position in the visual field ([@r49]). We therefore tested whether presenting the stimulation locus in different positions of the visual field would shift the CBV variations across the visual cortex. The CBV variations were first measured in response to nine different visual stimulation eccentricities restricted to a half-ring in the left visual field. The range of the maximal cortical CBV responses was between 10 and 40%, as expected ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} presents four different activation maps when visual stimuli were presented, respectively, in the parafoveal position (*Top Left*, 4 to 5.5 DVA), at mideccentricities (*Top Right*, 8.5 to 10 DVA; *Bottom Left*, 11.5 to 13 DVA), and at a larger eccentricity (*Bottom Right*, 13 to 15 DVA). Despite some salt-and-pepper noise, all these CBV activation maps were different for the different visual field locations. To quantify these differences, we selected seven different ROIs (ROI size, 10 × 10 pixels) in this example along the activation maps ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). When the visual stimulation was located in the parafoveal region (4 to 5.5 DVA), CBV increased significantly for ROIs 1 to 3 compared with CBV responses in ROIs 4 to 7 that increased for more eccentric stimulations. This eccentricity selectivity is generalized for all pixels in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental). This map represents the eccentricities inducing the highest measured CBV responses. This observation is consistent with previous studies showing that superficial V1 processes visual information for low eccentricities, unlike deep V1 ([@r11], [@r50]). Moreover, some regions seemed less selective with a large eccentricity bandwidth (ROI 6, for example) compared with others with a sharp bandwidth (ROI 4, for example). This selectivity disparity is highlighted in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*C*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental) representing the bandwidth of the Gaussian fitting for each pixel.

![Retinotopic maps of the visual cortex with fUS imaging. (*A*) Activation maps obtained for four different stimulation eccentricities (from 4 to 15°) in V1 of monkey S (*n* = 34 averaged trials). Black dotted lines, calcarine sulcus. (*B*) Evolution of the normalized CBV responses for the seven chosen ROIs (1 to 7) as a function of the stimulus eccentricity indicated by color. Black dotted lines, calcarine sulcus. (*C* and *D*) Eccentricity (*C*) and angular (*D*) retinotopic maps reconstructed from activation maps as in *A*, obtained in a single session for each retinotopic map in the sagittal and transverse planes from monkey S (*Left* and *Middle*) and monkey T (*Right*); 34, 14, and 28 trials were averaged to compute eccentricity maps (*Left* to *Right*, respectively), and 13, 10, and 21 trials were averaged to compute angular maps (*Left* to *Right*, respectively). V1/V2 and V2/V3 borders were determined by atlas positions. The sagittal slices for both monkeys are the ones presented in [Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. (Scale bars, 2 mm.)](pnas.1916787117fig02){#fig02}

[Fig. 2 *C*and *D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} illustrates all cortical retinotopic maps for the two monkeys. These retinotopic maps were established with only one recording session for each map. For instance, the first eccentric map was generated with 34 correct trials per condition, resulting in an acquisition session lasting shorter than 1 h ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). On this map, we observed a representation of the visual field with larger eccentricities represented through the calcarine sulcus in depth and the smaller eccentricities within superficial V1 ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). The observation that eccentricity preference was largely unchanged within superficial V1 and within deep V1 in the sagittal imaging plane was expected, considering the organization of the visual cortex ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Left* and *Right*) ([@r50]). Moreover, the map of the transverse plane confirms the progressive evolution of the eccentricity projection of V1 within the medial fold ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Middle*) with a progression toward the foveal representation on the operculum (below 8 DVA; blue color) whereas deep V1 was more activated by more peripheral locations (over 8 DVA; orange color).

On the angular retinotopic maps, the sagittal plane view in monkey S ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*) illustrates that visual stimuli located in the upper visual field induce significant CBV variations in the ventral bank of V1 calcarine sulcus (represented in blue; angular position between 0 and 45°). By contrast, visual stimuli presented in the lower visual field induce CBV changes in the dorsal bank of V1 calcarine sulcus (represented in orange; angular position between 135 and 180°). No evolution of the angular retinotopic map within superficial V1 in the transverse plane was expected, considering the functional organization of the visual cortex ([Fig. 2 *D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Middle*). In monkey T, the V1/V2 and V2/V3 borders can be localized with anatomical landmarks ([@r51]) ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, V2 atlas delimitations). Previous studies have defined these borders as the respective vertical and horizontal meridian projections ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*, represented respectively in orange and green; the polar angle is centered on 180 and 90°) ([@r52]). However, on our retinotopic maps ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Right* and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *C* and *D*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)), the representation of the lower vertical meridian, which is supposed to include the V1/V2 border, is not located at the known V1/V2 anatomical border as expected but appears deeper in the lunate sulcus. The responsive area to the vertical meridian does not delimit a precise position but rather a border confidence zone ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental), between the two arrows). This discrepancy with published anatomical data and our difficulty in locating this V1/V2 border can result from uncertainties of fixation limitations of fUS measurements ([*Discussion*](#s5){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, such functional studies provide an alternative means to examine the delimitations of cortical structures in living animals.

As indicated above, all these retinotopic maps were established after only one acquisition (about 1 h of experimental time). To illustrate the repeatability of the measurements, [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *E* and *F*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental) presents two retinotopic maps generated in two different sessions on 2 different days. Note that the functional and anatomical maps were not fully identical, likely because the probe could not be secured in precisely the same position each day. Despite this problem, 77.8 and 89.1% of the pixels had the same eccentric preference value (±2 DVA) for, respectively, [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *E* and *F*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental), showing that across different behavioral sessions, we could obtain fairly similar retinotopic maps. Despite these variabilities across sessions and discrepancies with anatomical maps, these results are consistent with the conclusion that functional ultrasound imaging could be used to broadly map visual responses within different visual areas, even deep within the visual cortex.

fUS Reveals Cortical Layer Selectivity of the Visual Cortex in Ocular Dominance Mapping. {#s4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further assess the spatial functional resolution of fUS imaging, we examined whether ocular dominance (OD) columns can be resolved with this new imaging technology. In macaque visual cortex, OD columns are typically described as the alternation of 400- to 700-µm-thick cortical bands preferring the input from one eye or the other ([@r53][@r54]--[@r55]). So we measured CBV variations during the presentation of a visual stimulus in the central visual field (limited to 15 DVA) when the ipsilateral eye was masked ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Top Left*), and we reproduced this acquisition masking only the contralateral eye ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Bottom Left*). A map revealing patterns similar to ocular dominance columns ([Fig. 3 *A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*) was obtained by subtracting ipsilateral to contralateral evoked maps. We observed the presence of alternative complementary columns within V1 in both animals. Indeed, the pattern was present in superficial V1 (ROI 1) but also through the calcarine sulcus (ROIs 2 and 3). In contrast, we did not observe such columns at the roof of the calcarine sulcus. As visualization of ocular dominance columns is expected if the imaging plane is oriented perpendicular to OD bands, we performed observations in the same area but in the transverse plane ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Top*). In this transverse plane, the alternations became apparent at the roof of the calcarine sulcus (ROI 4), but they disappeared in the superficial V1 or in deep V1 (ROIs 1 to 3). The presence of this pattern similar to ocular dominance columns was confirmed in monkey T ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Bottom*) along the superficial V1 (ROI 5) even if they are less distinct than those in monkey S. Despite a patchy noisy pattern in V2, the V1/V2 difference on monkey T could be distinguished by the presence of columnar patterns in V1 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental), black dotted line) while such a regular pattern cannot be defined in V2 for both monkeys (ROI 6 for monkey S and ROI 7 for monkey T). The reliability of these columnar patterns was tested by computing the map after shuffling ipsilateral with contralateral blocks ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). In this analysis, the disappearance of the patterns confirmed that they are not artifacts due to one acquisition. Both activation maps (ipsilateral and contralateral) are clearly complementary in response, suggesting that these functional maps are robust. Moreover, without the manual cropping ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5 *A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental), *Left*), we can observe that the vertical columnar pattern is only visible within V1.

![Ocular dominance maps in the visual cortex. (*A*) OD map (*Right*) obtained from the standardized CBV evolution in V1 for contralateral (*Upper*) and ipsilateral (*Lower*) stimulations in monkey S (*Left*). Black dotted lines, calcarine sulcus. This is the same sagittal slice as in [Figs. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. (*B*) OD maps obtained for monkey S in a transversal imaging plane and for monkey T in the sagittal plane (same slices as in [Figs. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Black dotted lines, V1/V2 border (determined by an atlas). (*C*) Mean OD index across layer IV for each ROI (*Left*, black polygons in *A* and *B*) showing peaks (red and blue circles) used to compute the mean bandwidth. (*D*) Spatial frequency spectrum of layer IV for each ROI. The spectral index is computed integrating the spectrum in a bandwidth corresponding to a 350- to 700-µm OD bandwidth range (gray rectangles). (*E*) Table and curves with the spectral index computed and averaged for all layers and ROIs (shaded bars, SEM). (Scale bars, 2 mm.)](pnas.1916787117fig03){#fig03}

We then investigated whether the columnar patterns resulting from the cross-section we observed were similar to OD bands as previously described in the literature ([@r53], [@r55], [@r56]). To estimate the widths, we selected seven different ROIs in superficial V1 (1 and 5), deep V1 (2 to 4), and V2 (control, 6 and 7). For these ROIs, the OD index (computed by subtracting the CBV ipsilateral map from the CBV contralateral map; [*Methods*](#s11){ref-type="sec"}) was plotted along layer IV, after segmenting V1 visual cortex according to Hässler's scheme \[[Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}; see [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental) for layer segmentation ([@r57])\]. Periodic OD index oscillations were clearly visible for ROI 1 and the mean OD bandwidth in superficial V1 was found to be 519.4 µm (±39.5 µm). This band's width was similar within the dorsal and ventral banks (ROI 2, 566.5 ± 37.6 µm; ROI 3, 705.4 ± 126.5 µm), with those of the roof of the calcarine sulcus (ROI 4, 648.5 ± 81.1 µm), and with those of monkey T's superficial V1 (ROI 5, 430.4 ± 71.3 µm). These measurements accord well with the range of 400 to 700 µm classically reported for ocular dominance bandwidth ([@r53][@r54]--[@r55]). The OD index along V2 did not show the same range of OD bandwidth (ROI 6, 1622.5 ± 373.4 µm; ROI 7, 852.5 ± 147.8 µm). Spatial frequency spectra of the OD index in layer IV further confirmed the presence of a periodicity corresponding to the classical OD bandwidth for V1 ROIs (1 to 5) ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, a peak was clearly visible around the spatial frequencies (SFs) corresponding to the classical 350- to 700-µm range of OD bandwidth for these V1 ROIs (represented by the gray rectangles in [Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}: 7.1429 × 10^−4^ µm^−1^ \< SF \< 1.4 × 10^−3^ µm^−1^). By contrast, for V2, the selectivity peak was present at a very low spatial frequency in ROI 6 (SF = 1.631 × 10^−4^ µm^−1^) and the spectrum covered a large selectivity in spatial frequencies for ROI 7 (0 µm^−1^ \< SF \< 1.386 × 10^−3^ µm^−1^). To quantify these spectra within the theoretical OD bandwidth, we computed the "spectral index" as the proportion of the spectrum covering the classical 350- to 700-µm range of OD bandwidth ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, gray rectangles). This spectral index was superior to 30% for all V1 ROIs when it was lower than 19% for all V2 ROIs. This result was consistent with the notion that the classic OD bandwidths are only present in V1, suggesting that our observed columnar patterns could represent cross-sections of OD bands.

The precise spatial resolution of this imaging technique allows us to study the cortical layer segmentation. OD bands were mainly reported in cortical layer IVc (related to Brodmann's scheme) in visual area V1 and interpreted as a layer specificity of thalamic projections ([@r54], [@r55], [@r58]). To further assess this layer selectivity, we computed the normalized spatial spectrum for all layers of each ROI to extract all spectral indexes ([Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). For V1 ROIs (1 to 5), this analysis revealed clear increases of the spectral indexes in layer IV compared with layers I, II/III, V, and VI. These peaks in layer IV were similar for both monkeys in V1 whereas there was no such an increase through layers in V2 ([Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). These observations are in accordance with the first observations of Hubel and Wiesel ([@r54], [@r59]). This conclusion further supports that the observed columnar pattern represents a cross-section of OD bands. However, even if the spectral indexes were always in the highest range for layer IV (34.3 to 40.7%), some ROIs also showed high values within layers II/III (ROIs 2 and 4, respectively, 30.6 and 34.6%) and within layer V (ROI 1, 38.1%). This study suggests that OD bands could extend to layers II/III and V of the V1 visual cortex.

Discussion {#s5}
==========

A key aim of this study was to test whether we could record and localize neuronal activity within the visual cortex of awake nonhuman primates at mesoscale (ranging from 100 μm to 2 cm) using the innovative imaging technique of functional ultrafast ultrasound imaging. Using different mapping protocols, we have shown that it is possible to generate retinotopic maps consistent with validated knowledge of the primary visual cortex of primates. This range of spatial resolution and the field of view in depth enabled us to distinguish columnar patterns highly reminiscent of ocular dominance selectivity of cortical layers throughout the primary visual cortex. This imaging technique surpasses some of the disadvantages of conventional techniques, such as fMRI and optical imaging methods, as we detail below.

Deep Functional Mapping through All Cortical Layers of the Visual System. {#s6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The OD mapping obtained with fUS imaging demonstrates the clear advantage of an in vivo imaging modality with high spatiotemporal resolution at depth. Since Hubel and Wiesel first demonstrated the existence of OD cells in V1 with electrophysiological recordings ([@r59]), most subsequent studies have used autoradiographic methods which required that animals be killed ([@r52], [@r55], [@r56], [@r58]). In functional imaging, OD bands were also detected by optical imaging methods such as intrinsic-signal optical imaging ([@r60]), VSDI ([@r61]), or calcium imaging ([@r23]) but this demonstration was always limited to the superficial cortical layers because such optical methods cannot reach deep layers or the deep cortex. Although further studies are required to further confirm that the observed fUS columnar pattern corresponds to a cross-section of OD bands, we have shown that fUS imaging will likely surpass the limitation of optical techniques by mapping this columnar pattern in vivo to the depth of the entire cortex.

OD columns were classically described in layer IV of V1 ([@r55]) as confirmed by the recording of cells responding to the stimulation of one eye ([@r59]). Our observation of an extension of OD columns in layers II/III and V is consistent with previous anatomical studies showing some continuities between OD columns in layer IV and such OD columns in layer V or cytochrome oxidase (CO) blobs in layer II/III as indicated by autoradiography or immediate-early gene immunolabeling ([@r52], [@r58], [@r62]). However, in the visual cortex, the large blood vessels extend radially. As a consequence, one may wonder whether a vertical alignment of large blood vessels in V1 could artificially extend the columns in layers II/III and V. Indeed, blood circulating in a closed system generates a peripheral influence on the measured signal ([@r63], [@r64]). Although it is not possible to completely refute this hypothesis, it is not probable here. Our analysis of the ultrafast ultrasound technology filtered the signal produced by arterioles, capillaries, and venules based on their blood velocity (between 1 and 25 mm/s) and discriminated it from the influence of larger vertical vessels ([@r65]). The OD selectivity in layer IV cannot be explained by an SNR variation because the parameter which influences the fUS imaging more is the imaging depth ([@r32]) and, in this study, the ROIs were selected with different imaging depths and orientations. In agreement with previous anatomical studies, our observation of the columnar patterns provides in vivo functional evidence of the extension of OD bands from layers II/III to V.

The weak distinction of the columnar patterns in the deep cortex of V1 could be due to smaller column sizes below the resolution limit of the technology. OD bands are thinner for high eccentricities ([@r53], [@r66], [@r67]). OD bands parallel to the ultrasound probe could also provide an alternative explanation. This seems likely to be the case for the OD columns at the roof of the calcarine sulcus, as indicated by a previous study ([@r55]). Designing a new probe with a higher US frequency (30 MHz) would increase the spatial resolution for such measurements by a factor of 2 ([@bib92]). Such an increase in spatial resolution could enable investigators to identify other functional structures such as the orientation selectivity columns in V1 or CO blobs, although the maximal imaging depth would be reduced ([@r23], [@r61], [@r69][@r70]--[@r71]).

fUS Imaging Allows Fast and Easy Mapping. {#s7}
-----------------------------------------

In our study, we showed that 10 short stimulations (0.5 s) are sufficient to map cortical activity. This result represents a major advance on even the latest laminar fMRI techniques, which are less sensitive and more time-consuming using ultra-high-field MRI to study the visual cortex in humans ([@r72], [@r73]). Mapping the anatomic microvascularization with this ultrasound system is very fast: A single second is enough to capture one imaging plane with a spatial resolution of 110 × 100 × 400 μm^3^ and a field of view of 1.4 × 2 cm^2^ compared with a 7-T MRI which typically requires a couple of minutes to provide a 0.5-mm isotropic acquisition of the brain ([@r74]). A lower spatial resolution (0.7-mm isotropic) was described in another human V1 study using 7-T fMRI coupled to two high-density 16-channel surface coils for a similar field of view (1.31 × 1.20 cm^2^) ([@r75]). Moreover, MRI acquisitions can be stressful for the monkey and there are different electromagnetic constraints ([@r5][@r6]--[@r7]), whereas fUS imaging can be easily performed on an awake behaving monkey with no more constraints than typical electrophysiological approaches. Finally, Boido et al. have recently showed a high increase of sensitivity with fUS imaging compared with fMRI (17.2 T) in the same animals ([@r76]). Therefore, fUS imaging can thus easily be exploited for anatomical acquisitions in recording chambers to guide injections or electrode implantations, especially at depth.

Yet, if a stereotaxic localization of functional structures revealed by fUS acquisitions is needed, an anatomical MRI should be considered to perfectly determine the position and the orientation of the fUS imaging plane within the brain. In the absence of an MRI image, our retinotopic maps have to be considered with caution concerning the absolute values. Moreover, the protocols were not designed to map the retinotopic representation with accuracy. Indeed, the tolerance window for the fixation task was slightly too large (up to 2.8 DVA in diameter, causing, respectively, a mean of 0.40 and 0.43 DVA SD in *x* and *y* axes for the eight retinotopic sessions) and the sizes of the stimuli were too broad (respectively, 2 DVA and 15° for eccentricity and angular mapping). Although retinotopic maps are consistent with previous studies, this could explain that some observations are not fully in agreement with classic anatomical maps as for the V1/V2 border ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4 *B*--*D*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). However, the observed columnar patterns suggested a better localization of the V1/V2 border given OD alternations are not visible within the deep lunate sulcus ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)).

Some functional structures are anatomically oriented but fUS only records one 400-μm-thick imaging plane oriented in depth. Consequently, it would be tricky to image functional structures when their orientation---or position---is parallel to the imaging plane. This spatial restriction could be compared with the deep-axis limitation with optical imaging. The solution is, when possible, to perpendicularly rotate or shift the probe within the recording chamber as we did to reveal the OD columns at the roof of the calcarine sulcus for monkey S, or to image the cortex at a different angle. A 3D reconstruction would then be possible, as previously achieved with parallel imaging planes ([@r4], [@r29], [@r65]).

Given the good SNR of this method, fUS imaging could quickly become the gold standard for mesoscopic functional mapping of a region prior to further electrophysiological studies, deep-brain stimulation implantation, or localized drug delivery. Electrophysiological methods are too time-consuming for such preliminary mapping ([@r44], [@r67], [@r77][@r78]--[@r79]), while fUS imaging can generate a retinotopic map with only a 1-h session. In a perfect session, with only correct fixations for all trials, only 420 s of acquisition would be needed to reconstruct the polar angle map with fUS imaging, compared with the 3,200 s required using fMRI (more than seven times longer) ([@r80]). The superior spatial resolution of fUS imaging has enabled mapping a columnar pattern in nonhuman primates, likely a cross-section of OD bands, an achievement currently unattainable with fMRI.

The Significance of the CBV Signal Measured with fUS Imaging. {#s8}
-------------------------------------------------------------

By definition, fUS signal is the power Doppler signal extracted from the acquisition sequence as described in [*Methods*](#s11){ref-type="sec"}. It has been demonstrated that the power Doppler signal is proportional to the number of moving red blood cells in a sample volume (roughly a 100 × 100 × 400-µm voxel in this study) ([@r81]). Considering that some assumptions are respected here such as a constant hematocrit, constant scattering properties of blood, and a good clutter filtering ([@r33]), fUS signal is therefore proportional to the CBV ([@r82]). In this study, the larger blood vessel participation was mostly suppressed according to the Doppler frequency shift and therefore on axial velocity of red blood cells as described by Macé and colleagues ([@r82]). However, no cerebral blood flow (CBF) estimation is used in the fUS signal processing. Given that CBV and power Doppler signal are based on approximations ([@r82]), this could result in some other flow parameters, such as CBF, to be mixed in the power Doppler signal. Yet, it seems rather unlikely that they would be predominant over CBV.

Moreover, Rungta and colleagues recently measured the red blood cell velocity variations across the different vascular compartments (from the juxtasynaptic capillary backward to the feeding pial arteriole) in the mouse olfactory bulb, in response to odor ([@r83]). Despite heterogeneous blood velocity increases according to vessel type, the largest proportional increase of this hemodynamic parameter was observed in the juxtasynaptic capillaries ([@r83]), providing evidence for the very high sensitivity of measuring CBV evolution to accurately localize neural activation. Furthermore, with the dynamic filtering out of large vessels in fUS imaging, their smaller changes in blood velocities may explain why no spatial blurring of the functional response was reported in recent studies distinguishing small cortical areas with fUS imaging ([@r4], [@r34], [@r41]). For instance, Bimbard and colleagues were able to discriminate pixels spaced by 300 µm with their tuning curves while characterizing the tonotopic map in the awake ferret with fUS imaging ([@r41]). Such a resolution is compatible with layer and OD column discrimination in the visual cortex of primates.

Further studies are needed to clearly evaluate the contribution of the different vascular structures to CBV signal. Indeed, noise can be seen on single measures but averaging already greatly decreases this noise level ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). This noise was mainly observed in superficial and deep laminar locations within the cortex. Comparing fUS imaging with other modalities such as electrophysiology or optical imaging techniques would help to better understand the significance of the CBV signal measured by fUS imaging ([@r76]).

Other features could affect the quality of fUS signal. The main cause of expected artifacts with fUS imaging is related to movement of tissues given that CBV is extracted from the power Doppler signal. By contrast to MRI, image registration cannot solve this problem in fUS acquisitions but such movement artifact is easily detected and removed. Even if movements linked to breathing and heartbeats are mostly filtered, there are still macroscopic and irregular movements provoked by the monkeys which are spread to the brain tissues. The interfaces (dura/cortex, cortex/cortex) seem to generate more SNR variability and this could be explained by the fact that these interfaces facilitate sliding between tissues ([@r84]). More generally, the SNR variability will depend partly on the biomechanical characteristic differences of tissues within the imaging plane ([@r85]).

A Slightly Invasive and Long-Term Imaging Technique. {#s9}
----------------------------------------------------

Although this fUS imaging technique requires a craniotomy for primate studies---though this is not necessary for rodents ([@r38], [@r86])---the dura is kept intact. Ultrasonic waves propagate without major reflections or diffraction effects through soft tissues. This property means that dura, coagulated blood, or other optical barriers do not significantly affect the SNR. Over a period of several months, we observed a slight decrease of the SNR, which may be due to dura thickening but remained negligible for our purposes. Therefore, fUS imaging provides a powerful imaging technique for long-term sequential studies. Its field of application is adapted to the mapping of superficial and deep cortical areas (up to 2 cm deep). Increasing the depth of acquisition as far as subcortical areas such as the thalamus would require reducing the US frequency, which would decrease the spatial resolution. With a 6-Mhz-frequency probe, we were able to image throughout the macaque brain ([@r40]).

A Continuum of Brain Imaging Technology. {#s10}
----------------------------------------

Functional brain imaging is becoming a major field of technological innovation to investigate brain function in normal and pathological conditions. The resolution of fMRI is increasing further by increasing the power of the magnetic field. However, such equipment is difficult to introduce into surgical rooms and laboratories. Recently, magnetoencephalography was adapted to generate measurements in freely moving patients with a very high temporal resolution (7.7 ms) but a low spatial resolution (centimeters) ([@r87]). By contrast, we show here that fUS imaging provides a very good spatial resolution at the mesoscale level through cortical depth as long as a skull window can be achieved. This new technology should therefore fill a major gap in brain mapping within surgical rooms and laboratories when optical techniques are not relevant due to depth concerns. Although such usage remains limited, fUS imaging technology has already been demonstrated on human babies during transfontanellar imaging ([@r42]) or on human patients for perioperative imaging during brain surgery ([@r43]).

Methods {#s11}
=======

Experimental Apparatus. {#s12}
-----------------------

We collected data from two rhesus primates (*Macaca mulatta*; "monkey S," a male aged 13 y, and "monkey T," a female aged 11 y), weighing 13 and 9 kg, respectively. These monkeys were individually housed and handled in strict accordance with the recommendations of the Weatherall Report on good animal practice. All experiments were conducted after validation of the European Council Directive (2010/63/EU) and the study was approved by the French ministry and the institutional and regional committees for animal care (Committee C. Darwin, registration no. 9013).

Titanium head posts and recording chambers were implanted under aseptic conditions as described by Valero-Cabre and colleagues ([@r88]). Briefly, following preoperative analgesia with butorphanol (0.2 mg/kg, intramuscular; i.m.), anesthesia was induced with ketamine (0.3 mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.015 mg/kg, i.m.) and maintained with isoflurane (1 to 2%). The animals were mechanically ventilated (Hallowell EMC; model 2000). Heart rate, temperature, respiration, and peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) were monitored throughout. Buprenorphine (0.015 mg/kg, i.m.) was routinely given at the end of the surgery (to reverse butorphanol effects), together with prophylactic long-acting i.m. amoxicillin 15 mg/kg (Clamoxyl LA) or oxytetracycline 20 mg/kg (Duphacycline LA). The head post was positioned in the medial line and was sufficiently rostral to allow the subsequent implantation of a recording chamber above the primary visual area. A postoperative recovery period of 6 wk was observed before fixating the animal's head.

After the recovery period, the animals were trained to perform a passive fixation task ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). When their performance reached a significant threshold, a recording chamber was implanted above the visual cortex ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) based on MRI scans (3-T MRI; T2\* sequence; 0.5-mm isotropic). The monkeys were deeply anesthetized and monitored during surgery. The recording chamber (Crist Instruments; CILUX chamber 6-IAM-J0) was positioned and centered above the right calcarine sulcus for monkey S (medial-lateral \[ML\] +7 mm; anterior-posterior \[AP\] −22 mm) and above the right lunate sulcus for monkey T (ML +7 mm; AP −10 mm; dorsal-ventral \[DV\] +38 mm). The dura mater was kept intact during the procedures.

Visual Stimuli. {#s13}
---------------

Each behavioral session lasted a maximum of 2 h. The animals were seated in a primate chair (Crist Instruments) with their head fixed and placed in front of a computer screen (Iiyama; ProLite XB2783HSU; gamma-corrected, resolution 1,920 × 1,080 pixels, running at 60 Hz) 53 cm away in a darkened booth. Mean screen luminance was controlled (9 cd/m^2^). Eye position was monitored using an EyeLink 1000 infrared eye-tracking system (SR Research). Experiments were controlled by EventIDE software (OkazoLab). The monkey started the trial by fixating a central green square subtending 0.2 degrees of visual angle for 500 ms within a tolerance window of 1 to 1.4 DVA. A visual stimulus of the peripheral location was then presented for 0.5 or 2 s. We used drifting sinusoidal gratings as visual stimuli with a fixed temporal frequency (three cycles per second) and a fixed spatial frequency (one cycle per degree). The animals were rewarded by a small drop of liquid (water) at the end of each correct fixation trial. We imposed an intertrial interval of 3 s. We also used control trials with the same temporal organization but without any peripheral visual stimulus ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). All conditions (visual and control) were randomly interleaved. We collected an average of 20 trials per visual condition.

We obstructed the right eye of both monkeys with an opaque visor to generate the retinotopic maps of the visual cortex. We focused on recording three different functional maps: one based on the eccentricity, one based on the angular positions, and one for the ocular dominance columns. For the eccentricity map, we used nine different visual conditions with eccentricities ranging from 1.5 to 15 DVA. Each stimulus was defined as a hemiconcentric band of 1.5° width centered on the central fixation point. For the angular position maps, we used 12 different visual stimuli: Each stimulus was defined by 15° of angular width, in the left visual field, from 1.5 to 15 DVA of eccentricity. To reveal the ocular dominance columns within the primary visual cortex, either the right or left eye of the monkey was masked and we used a "full-field" vertical grating (spatial frequency, one cycle per degree; temporal frequency, three cycles per second) from 1.5 to 15 DVA of eccentricity.

fUS Acquisition Sequence. {#s14}
-------------------------

We recorded fUS images using a linear ultrasound probe (custom design, 128 elements, 15 MHz, 110-μm pitch; Vermon) driven by a modified ultrafast ultrasound research scanner (256 electronic channels, 60-MHz sampling rate; Supersonic Imagine). Full details of the technical procedures and statistical analysis of our fUS imaging technique have already been described in several previous publications from our group ([@r29], [@r30], [@r34]). Briefly, fUS images were acquired by repeated emissions of a set of 15 planar ultrasonic waves (pulse-repetition frequency, 7,500 Hz) tilted with different angles ranging from −14 to 14° ([@r89]) in 2° steps in order to obtain one high-quality ultrasound image. To sample cerebral blood volume variations, we repeated this sequence 200 times at a 500-Hz frame rate, corresponding to a 400-ms acquisition time. In order to remove tissue-motion artifacts from the dataset, we applied a recently developed clutter-filter technique on rats based on singular-value decomposition ([@r33]) without any modifications for application to the awake monkey. Finally, one ultrasensitive Doppler image was formed for each ultrafast data block with a sampling rate of 1 Hz by averaging the 200 compounded and filtered ultrasonic images. Therefore, we extracted CBVs from ultrasensitive Doppler images with a sampling rate of one image per second. During a behavioral session of 60 min, we obtained 3,600 images (98 × 128 pixels). We could image 14 mm along the cortical surface and 10 mm in depth. Our spatial resolution was 0.11 × 0.1 mm and the width was 0.4 mm.

When working on retinotopic maps, we usually only performed all fUS imaging acquisitions required for a complete map during the behavioral session. For ocular dominance maps, we performed all required acquisitions on both eyes during the session.

Data Processing. {#s15}
----------------

We then analyzed all of the fUS image acquisitions using Matlab (version R2017b; MathWorks). CBV signals were 10 times extrapolated (cubic spline interpolation; temporal resolution, 0.1 s) and 3D smoothed (convolution kernel, \[3 3 3\]; box filter, SD 0.65). A log file created by EventIDE during each behavioral session was used to extract CBV signal with the beginning of each correct trial. This signal was then normalized with the baseline (the average of the signal 5 s before the onset of the visual stimulus). The peak CBV response was detected ∼2.5 s after the onset of the visual stimulus ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The response of a pixel (0.11 × 0.1 × 0.4 mm^3^) was thus quantified as the mean CBV level within the 1-s period from 2 to 3 s after visual stimulus onset for the first experiment ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), within the 0.5-s period from 2.5 to 3 s after visual stimulus onset for the retinotopic maps ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), and within the 1-s period from 2.5 to 3.5 s after visual stimulus onset for the OD maps ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). These temporal parameters were chosen empirically to better highlight the desired functional map.

To compute the proportion of correct classification ([Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), we used only sessions in which at least 20 repetitions of the same visual condition occurred (*n* = 32 for monkey T; *n* = 24 for monkey S). We split sessions with more than 40 repetitions to obtain notional sessions of 40 trials. We then randomly selected 20 trials within the session to compute a reference activation map, and used a threshold of a 10% increase in CBV to binarize the map. This threshold was defined based on empirical estimation and its robustness to compute all functional maps across the two animals and all of the sessions. Moreover, a 10% increase corresponds to 1 to 2 SDs of supplementary eye field activity in macaque as described in a previous study ([@r40]). For a fixed number of averaged trials (1 to 20), we selected randomly 100 trial combinations (excluding trials used to generate the reference activation map) to compute the different binary activation maps using the same threshold (10% ΔCBV). We then measured the mean proportion of correct classification summing only true positive and negative pixels through the whole map compared with the reference map. We repeated this process for each number of averaged trials (1 to 20) and for each session. We used the least-squares method to fit a Naka--Rushton model on our data.

To reconstruct retinotopic maps, a 3D data matrix was constructed with the different activation maps for each visual condition. A Gaussian fitting was applied for each pixel and the coefficient of determination was computed to the threshold (*R*^2^ \> 0.02) of the relevant pixels (the colored pixels in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*D*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). Only the pixels with retinotopically modulated responses (i.e., with Gaussian behavior) are relevant to the mapping of retinotopic organization. In order to increase readability of the images, after obtaining the peaking index map (index of the fitted Gaussian peak for each pixel; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)), a 2D median filter, an interpolation (to refill empty pixels), and a 2D mean filter (averaging with the 2 neighboring pixels) were applied. However, retinotopic organization was also clearly present before smoothing ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental)). The map was then manually cropped to only show the responses in the cortex ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *E*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916787117/-/DCSupplemental), *Left*).

To generate the OD map, we computed the two activation maps (ipsilateral and contralateral) and then standardized them. We then subtracted the ipsilateral map from the contralateral map to obtain the OD map with the OD index values. We manually cropped these maps to reveal only the visual cortex. The layer segmentation was performed by indicating manually the top and the bottom of the cortex of the region of interest, computing the distance for each pixel between both, and indexing them using Hässler's scheme ([@r57]). The evolution of the OD index across the cortex represents the centered smoothing spline fitting (least-squares method) of the data within the considered layer. The distance corresponds to the distance from the first intracortical column to the far left of the ROI (the far anterior or lateral). The extrema (blue and red dots in [Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) were obtained with a function finding the local extrema with a 0.75-OD index minimal peak prominence and an absolute value superior to a 0.25-OD index. The mean bandwidths were computed using the averaged half-distance between two maxima and two minima. We then computed the spatial spectrum for each layer of each ROI with a fast Fourier transform. The spatial spectra were filtered with a moving average (with three samples) and normalized by their maximum. We defined the spectral index as the proportion of the spectrum covering the 350- to 700-µm bandwidth.

To check the robustness of the OD map, we shuffled the ipsilateral blocks with the contralateral blocks. To do this, we first averaged all even blocks (ipsilateral and contralateral) to obtain a first activation map. We then used all residual odd blocks (ipsilateral and contralateral) to compute the second activation map. We then applied the same algorithm as described above to compute this final artificial OD map from these two "even and odd block" maps.

We decided to compute the spectral index in OD maps by considering columns with a 350- to 700-µm width. Indeed, Horton and Hocking reported a mean column width along the V1 border around 536 ± 81.8 µm (based on six monkeys) ([@r53]). Here we chose to consider 2 SDs (so, an interval of about \[370 to 700\]) and, given they did not compute the OD bandwidth within the calcarine sulcus \[where the mean OD bandwidth can be divided by a factor of about 2 ([@r55])\], we decided to slightly extend the interval for low values (350--700 µm).

Data Availability. {#s16}
------------------

Data are available from the Open Science Framework database ([@bib90]). Associated protocols, codes, and materials discussed in the paper will be made available to readers upon reasonable request.
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